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“Not Your Parents’ Chestnuts”  
 

 

Sonata No. 23 in F minor, Op.57, “Appassionata” 

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827) 

Arranged for String Quartet by Jeffery Briggs (b.1957) 

 

 The Appassionata Sonata is quintessential Beethoven: a towering masterpiece from the 

composer’s ‘heroic’ decade, ca. 1801-1811. He began sketching it in 1804 and completed it in 

1806. Publication followed in February 1807, with a dedication to Franz von Brunsvik. 

Beethoven’s student Carl Czerny later reported that Beethoven considered it his finest sonata 

before the Hammerklavier, Op.106. Musicians concur, awed by its unity of purpose, economy of 

means, and stunning originality. 

 

 Jeffery Briggs has a lifelong fascination with Beethoven’s genius. He has played the 32 

sonatas his entire life, beginning when he was young. Three years ago, he started arranging them 

for string quartet. “One spur for me was that no one had done this before,” he comments. “The 

other driver was a dissertation abstract I read that asserted that Beethoven conceived many of the 

piano sonatas as string quartets.” The process caught fire, and Briggs completed all 32 quartet 

arrangements in summer 2015.  

 

 He tackled the Appassionata about a year into the 18-month process. It proved to be one 

of the most difficult sonatas to transfer to the quartet medium. “The Appassionata is such a 

‘piano piece,’ with figurations particularly idiomatic to keyboard,” he explains. “Also, there are 

pedaling considerations and, in the last movement, tempo and stamina concerns.” The slow 

movement, he says, “pretty much wrote itself” and is very successful as quartet music. 

 

 “As a piano student, I was always told to make the lines ‘sing,’ or to be thinking 

orchestrally,” he continues. “Rewriting this music for four players lets the performers do this -- 

and also allows many expressive opportunities not available to the pianist. For example, string 

tone does not decay (as piano tone does) unless the player wants it to. Individual colors and 

‘playback’ from the quartet provides separation of parts. To a great extent you forfeit rubato, but 

the gains in color and playing techniques such as pizzicato, tremolo, and use of mutes are a fair 

trade-off.” This afternoon’s Appassionata is sure to be an experience that reveals an entirely new 

auditory perspective on this landmark Beethoven score.  

 

 Jeffery Briggs holds music degrees from the Eastman School of Music, Memphis State, 

and the University of Illinois, where he completed a doctorate in theory and composition. He has 

had a dual career writing music for acoustic instruments and computer games, with more than 50 

published titles including the theme music for the game Civilization.  



  

String Quartet No. 3 (1927)                        

Béla Bartók (1881-1945) 

 

 The six quartets of Bela Bartók constitute a chapter in the history of the string quartet 

exceeded in importance only by the quartets of Haydn and Beethoven.  As in the case of both 

those composers, Bartók turned to the string quartet regularly throughout his composing career.  

The dates of completion for his six quartets are 1908, 1917, 1927, 1928, 1934, and 1939, a span 

ranging from his earliest published compositions to within a few years of his death.  The Third 

and Fourth quartets were written only one year apart, and the implied kinship between them 

exists on more than one level. The two are closely related, and stand somewhat apart from the 

other four quartets. 

 

 The immediate catalyst for the Third Quartet was a performance of Alban Berg's Lyric 

Suite that Bartók heard in July 1927 at Baden-Baden.  Bartók had not written for string quartet in 

a decade.  He set to work immediately, completing the new work in barely two months; the 

autograph is dated September 1927.  Apparently he had so many ideas for the medium of the 

string quartet that they could not be contained in a single piece. That is one explanation for the 

Fourth Quartet following so closely on its heels.  

 

 In December 1927, Bartók embarked on his first American concert.tour and brought the 

quartet manuscript with him. In Philadelphia, he submitted the piece anonymously to a 

composition competition sponsored by the city’s Musical Society Fund. Months later, the jury – 

which included the conductors Willem Mengelberg and Fritz Reiner – awarded first place honors 

jointly to Bartók and the Italian composer Alfredo Casella. Bartók’s share of the prize was 

$3000, a substantial sum at the time.  

 

 The late 1920s was an abrasive period in Bartók's music, in the sense that he strayed 

farther from identifiable tonal and modal centers than at any other time in his career.  The 

compositions from these years sound jarring and dissonant, including the Third Quartet. The 

structure is terse and compressed. The quartet is played without pause, but divides into four 

distinct, closely related sections arranged slow-fast-slow-fast. They are unified by consistency of 

motivic material.  They are differentiated by pronounced expressive extremes, as if the cerebral 

observer were at war with the atavistic participant.   

 

 An arsenal of percussive and other string techniques highlights Bartók's characteristic 

rhythmic aggression. In the Seconda parte alone, he calls for sul ponticello [bowing near the 

bridge], col legno [tapping the strings with the stick of the bow rather than bowing them], and 

glissandi; multiple stops and sulla tastiera [bowing near the fingerboard]; a punta d'arco [with 

the point of the bow], sliding pitches, and pizzicati.   

 

 At times the music sounds eerie and other-worldly, then Bartók will switch abruptly to 

strident, fierce dissonance.  Considerable tension results.  A sinuous chromaticism, devoid of 

lyric elements, permeates the quartet.  All these characteristics made the quartet somewhat 

inaccessible to the listening public when it was composed. Critics praised it, however, drawn to 

its Beethovenian economy and echoes of Hungarian song and dance that are rarely absent from 



Bartók’s music. Nevertheless, of his six quartets, the Third remains the least frequently 

performed. 

 

Romance in F minor, Op. 11  

Antonín Dvořák (1841-1904) 
 

 Dvořák's lovely Romance – best known in its version for violin and orchestra – is 

analogous to the two Beethoven Romances, Opp. 40 and 50.  All three are like one-movement 

concerti, reveries that explore the violin's intimacy and poignancy. Scholars believe that 

Beethoven may have conceived his Romances as slow movements for an abandoned violin 

concerto.  In Dvořák's case, the Romance is recast from the slow movement to his early String 

Quartet in F minor, Op.9, the version in which we hear it this afternoon.   

 

 While he was working on the quartet in autumn 1873, his new comic opera, King and 

Charcoal Burner, was rejected while in production.  The composer, then in his early 30s, was 

crushed and frustrated.  The Andante con moto of his string quartet is usually regarded as his 

expression of that frustration.  

 

 Although he was not entirely satisfied with the quartet, Dvořák recognized that the slow 

movement was worth saving.  He took its second theme, a mournful melody reminiscent of 

Mendelssohn's Songs Without Words, and rewrote it for violin and piano and for violin with 

orchestral accompaniment.  He dedicated the movement to František Ondřiček, the violinist who 

later premiered his Violin Concerto, Op. 53.  After the enormous success of Dvořák's first series 

of Slavonic Dances in 1878, his German publisher Fritz Simrock purchased more of his music, 

including the Romance.  Simrock issued it in time for the 1879-1880 season.  The work has 

attracted violinists ever since, and became a staple in the repertoire of the composer's great-

grandson, Josef Suk.   

 

 The beauty of the Romance lies in its elegant phrasing and leisurely embellishment of the 

affecting melody.  Dvořák shows himself to be a master of decorative variation, sustaining our 

interest with startling modulations and expressive embroidery.   

Quartet in D minor, Op.34 (1877)  

Antonín Dvořák  

 

 Dvořák composed fourteen string quartets between 1862 and 1895. The enormous 

popularity of the twelfth, the so-called “American” Quartet, Op.96, has virtually eclipsed the 

others. That makes the opportunity to hear this mid-career work all the more special. 

 

  When he won the Austrian State Stipend in 1877, Dvořák was 36. It was his fourth try at 

the award, bestowed by a Viennese commission to gifted musicians in the Bohemian, Moravian, 

and Hungarian parts of the Austro-Hungarian empire. Beginning in 1875, Johannes Brahms 

served on the commission. He was quick to spot the enormous talent evident in the scores 

submitted by Dvořák. Brahms was instrumental in securing the award for the young Bohemian 

composer.  

 

  Dvořák completed a new quartet in a period of barely two weeks in December 1877. He 



left the manuscript with Brahms’s Viennese housekeeper in January, along with a letter that 

reveals humility and awe, along with gratitude for Brahms’s support. 

 

And now I venture to address another respectful request to you, highly revered 

Master. Permit me that I might offer you, out of gratitude and deepest respect for 

your incomparable creations, the dedication of my D-minor quartet. It would 

indeed do me but the greatest honor, and I would be the happiest of men. . . . 

  

Brahms replied that the dedication would be an honor. The two composers finally met in 

December, 1878, by which point Brahms had recommended this quartet and another Dvořák 

composition to his own publisher, Fritz Simrock. “The best that a musician must have, Dvořák 

has, and is also in these pieces,” Brahms wrote. Within a year, Simrock had published nine of 

Dvořák’s works, an endorsement that did much to boost his growing reputation. 

 

 The D minor quartet is classical in structure. Some writers have detected a Schubertian influence 

in it. This listener hears several Brahmsian themes, particularly in the first movement. The thick 

texture and almost orchestral density of the writing also remind one of Brahms’s chamber music. 

In any case,   Dvořák’s D minor quartet is a seminal work in his transition to full mastery. The 

urgency of the writing, through to the decisive unison close, bespeak a musician with a strong 

sense of direction and dramatic thrust. 

 

The second movement is more markedly Czech. This quartet is the first one in which he employs 

the dances of his homeland in lieu of a scherzo. First is a polka in B-flat major with pizzicato 

used to great effect, then a sousedská [“neighbor’s dance”] in E-flat. The latter, in slow triple 

time, is a relative of the waltz and the Austrian Ländler. Dvořák’s metric switch (the polka is, of 

course, in duple time) has precedent in Schumann’s chamber music. Dvořák’s use of Czech 

dances may be borrowed from his countrymen Smetana and Fibich.  

 

For his Adagio, Dvořák modulates to D major. Despite the muted strings, frequent double-

stopping recalls the dense textures of the first movement, often expanding the harmony to six 

parts. The major mode does not preclude the slow movement’s melancholic air. Here, the 

extended lines and leisurely pace that ideas unfold do seem to derive more from Schubert. 

Allusions to one of the first movement themes at the end of the Adagio lend subtle unity to the 

music.  

 

The quartet closes with a vigorous, agitated Poco allegro that requires virtuosic playing from 

each member of the quartet as well as superb ensemble. The music returns to the urgency of the 

first movement.  Even a brief flirtation with major mode does not relieve the tension. A 

passionate coda drives the tempo even faster to end in a fortissimo fury of D minor.  


